V-ROD®

Born on the drag strip and raised on the street, the V-Rod® family delivers a pulse-quickening blend of style and performance—while remaining 100 percent true to the Harley-Davidson® legend.
If you can tear your eyes away from the satin chrome dual side exhaust on this well-developed V-Rod Muscle® model, what grabs you are the 5-Spoke Wheels with Black Ice finish. With a “liquid” sheen, they’re sure to provoke deep-seated envy in your allies and adversaries alike.

PRODUCTION COLOR: MIDNIGHT PEARL / BRILLIANT SILVER PEARL

See more at www.harley-davidson.eu/mydreamharley
Not all products are available in all countries
NIGHT ROD® SPECIAL

This Black Denim beauty blends a dark and sinister look with a sportier ride and a touch of comfort. The new V-Rod™ Mid-Control Kit adds an aggressive stance, while the Sundowner™ Rider Seat and Cast Upright and Backrest Pad put more highway miles well within reach.

PRODUCTION COLOR: BLACK DENIM

TRIBAL COLLECTION MIRRORS AND GET-A-GRIP™ HAND GRIPS

SUNDOWNER™ DEEP BUCKET RIDER SEAT

PASSENGER BACKREST AND CAST LUGGAGE RACK

See more at www.harley-davidson.eu/mydreamharley
Not all products are available in all countries.
Windshields

Whether it’s for keeping bugs off your face or warmth in your body, a windshield has a huge impact on rider and passenger comfort. By diverting air pressure past your chest and over your helmet, a windshield can add hours of riding comfort. For maximum protection from wind and weather, select a windshield that sits just below your line of sight. You avoid looking through rain drops, bug spots and road grime to get a clear view of the highway ahead.

A. QUICK-RELEASE ULTIMATE TOURING WINDSHIELD

The oversized Touring Windshield features an aerodynamic design shaped to provide hours of riding comfort. The additional center width directs airflow past the hand grips, and deflects rain and road debris around the rider. The windshield mounts to the fork tubes with elegant die-cast lever-release clamps, so the windshield does not require any “leave-behind” docking hardware. You get quick on-and-off convenience, and a clean, custom look. No tools are required. The tough, hard-coated polycarbonate windshield features a stylish horizontal brace with the Bar & Shield logo to accent the long, lean look of the V-Rod® model. Kit includes Turn Signal Relocation Kit.

57177-05 25” Clear.
Fits ‘02-later VRSCA, ‘04-’05 VRSCB and ‘07 VRSCX models. ‘05 VRSCB models require separate purchase of Headlamp Visor P/N 67750-88T and Visor Screw P/N 3383. Windshield dimensions: Overall height – 30.3”; width – 23.6”.

B. QUICK-RELEASE TOURING WINDSHIELD

Touring Windshield is sized for maximum long-distance riding comfort. The contoured shape and stylish horizontal brace with the Bar & Shield logo accent the long, lean look of the V-Rod® model. The windshield mounts to the fork tubes with elegant die-cast lever-release clamps, so the windshield does not require any “leave-behind” docking hardware. You get quick on-and-off convenience, and can strip the bike down to its street fighter profile in just a few seconds. No tools are required. Kit includes Turn Signal Relocation Kit and everything needed to install the windshield.

57211-05 23” Clear.
Fits ‘02-later VRSCA, ‘04-’05 VRSCB and ‘07 VRSCX models. ‘05 VRSCB models require separate purchase of Headlamp Visor P/N 67750-88T and Visor Screw P/N 3383. Windshield dimensions: Overall height – 27.4”; width – 23”.

A. QUICK-RELEASE ULTIMATE TOURING WINDSHIELD

B. QUICK-RELEASE TOURING WINDSHIELD
Windshields

C. QUICK-RELEASE COMPACT MID-SPORT WINDSHIELD
Shaped to split the wind. This tough, hard-coated polycarbonate Mid-Sport Windshield wraps around the headlamp to offer the maximum wind protection available in a compact profile. The windshield mounts to the fork tubes with elegant die-cast lever-release clamps, and to the handlebar with “plug-in” docking points, so the windshield does not require any “leave-behind” hardware. You get quick on-and-off convenience, and a clean, custom look. No tools are required.

57610-09  18” Light Smoke.
Fits '09-later VRSCF models. Windshield dimensions: Overall height – 20”; width – 17.5”.

57400060  12” Clear.
Fits '12-later VRSCDX models. Windshield dimensions: Overall height – 20”; width – 17.5”.

D. COMPACT MID-SPORT WINDSHIELD
Wind protection and style combined. This Mid-Sport Windshield wraps around the contour of the headlamp to offer the maximum wind protection available in a compact profile. The multi-point chrome mounting system attaches to the fork tubes and bars for a positive grip. Kit includes all necessary mounting hardware.

57861-06†  12” Clear.
Fits '06-'08 VRSCD models. Windshield dimensions: Overall height – 21.3”; width – 17.9”.

57870-07†  12” Clear.
Fits '07-'11 VRSCDX models. Windshield dimensions: Overall height – 20.1”; width – 17.9”.

57213-06†  18” Clear.
Fits '06-'07 VRSCR and '07 VRSCX models. Windshield dimensions: Overall height – 21.3”; width – 18.2”.

E. SUPER SPORT WINDSHIELD
Super is an apt description for this do-it-all shield. Easily removable, this sporty windshield provides protection from the elements when you need it. The high-quality light smoke shield is hard-coated to resist scratching.

57109-01†  21” Light Smoke.
Fits '02-later VRSCA models. Windshield dimensions: Overall height – 21.5”; width – 18.3”.

F. TURN SIGNAL RELOCATION KIT
Styled to blend with the lower triple clamp. This chrome-plated Turn Signal Relocation Kit moves the Original Equipment bullet-style turn signals from the handlebar to the front fork for a clean, streamlined look. Kit includes left and right mounting stalk and all required hardware.

57205-05† Fits '02-later VRSCA, VRSCB, VRSCD and '07-'11 VRSCX and VRSCDX models.

† Fitting instructions available online.
A. SUNDOWNER™ RIDER SEAT
The Sundowner™ Seat provides the ultimate in long-riding comfort. The deep bucket design places your body in the proper upright touring position and the generous padding keeps you comfortable as the miles add up. The contoured seating surface distributes your weight over a wider surface to reduce pressure points, and the dished shape provides added rider back support. Available to fit many models, Sundowner Seats retain the Original Equipment pivot mounting for easy access to the fuel filler. Styled to match the Original Equipment VRSCDX passenger pillion, this rider touring seat features a contoured bucket that provides additional lower back support.

52000048
Fits ’12-later VRSCDX models. Seat width 16.0”.

B. REDUCED REACH® RIDER SEAT
Designed to position riders with a shorter inseam closer to the ground, Reduced Reach® Seats are shaped to place the rider in a comfortable and confident relationship to the hand and foot controls. The wide seating surface provides loads of support while riding, and the narrow tapered nose brings your legs together for an easier reach to the ground at a stop. Reduced Reach Seats feature a stepped profile that provides back support and keeps the rider from sliding back during acceleration. Reduced Reach Seats retain the Original Equipment pivot mounting for easy access to the fuel filler. This low-profile Reduced Reach Rider Seat moves the rider 1.5” forward for improved access to the hand and foot controls and minimizes the leg stretch to the ground at a stop or while parking the bike. The seat is styled to match the Original Equipment passenger pillion.

52000049
Fits ’12-later VRSCDX models. Seat width 15.0”.

C. CAST UPRIGHT AND BACKREST PAD
Accent the low and lean look of the motorcycle with this highly-styled cast passenger backrest. The unique cast upright with hidden hardware and the silver powder-coated finish blends with the bike to form a functional, yet stylish backrest. The backrest pad complements the Original Equipment seat. Kit includes upright, pad and mounting hardware.

51600-09
Fits ’09-later VRSCF models. Requires separate purchase of Upright Installation Kit P/N 51607-09 or Cast One-Piece Luggage Rack P/N 53315-09.

52300016
Fits ’12-later VRSCDX models. Requires separate purchase of Cast One-Piece Luggage Rack P/N 50300028.

Also available:
UPRIGHT INSTALLATION KIT
Required for installation of Cast Upright and Backrest Pad P/N 51600-09 when installed without Cast One-Piece Luggage Rack P/N 53315-09. Installation requires drilling holes in rear fender.

51607-09
Fits ’09-later VRSCF models.
D. CAST ONE-PIECE LUGGAGE RACK*  
Beautifully die-cast, polished and finished in satin chrome, the one-piece design features hidden mounting hardware for a seamless style. The long rearward sweep continues the lines of the rear fender, and the angular design blends with the passenger pillion for a true custom look. The rack looks great alone or can be installed with the matching Cast Sissy Bar Upright for added functionality. Installation requires drilling holes in rear fender.

- 53315-09  Fits '09-later VRSCF models.
- 50300028  Fits '12-later VRSCDX models.

E. SPORT SADDLEBAGS  
Add practical storage to your pavement-devouring hot rod. Styled to complement the knife-edge tail section of the 2012-later Night Rod® Special models, these saddlebags provide all the room you need for a weekend on the road. The bags feature a rigid plastic tub to help maintain their shape, and a soft-touch face for packing flexibility. The double zipper top closure provides easy access to the generous interior, and the external zippered pocket is the ideal spot to keep cell phones, maps and gloves. Wrapped in ballistic nylon, the tight-weave UV-resistant surface features a complementing “V-ROD” logo patch stitched to a textured black band. Complete kit includes left and right bag, mounting brackets, and all required installation hardware. Luggage capacity: 1400 cubic inches total.

- 90200493  Fits '12-later VRSCDX models.

F. V-ROD MUSCLE® RIGID SADDLEBAGS  
Maximize your touring capabilities with these extra-large capacity saddlebags without detracting from the sleek styling of the VRSCF model. These saddlebags feature a molded synthetic tub wrapped in durable vinyl with perforated vinyl accents to match the Original Equipment seat. The large interior is accessed through an easy-to-open water-resistant zippered flap, and the powerful magnetic catch holds everything in place. The complete kit includes all necessary hardware for installation of saddlebags and side-mount license plate. Luggage capacity: 2950 cubic inches total.

- 91172-09  Fits '09-later VRSCF models.

Also available:
DE LUXE SADDLEBAG LINERS (not shown)
- 91885-97A  Fits '04-later Touring models equipped with Color-Matched Hard Saddlebags and '09-later VRSCF models equipped with Rigid Saddlebags P/N 91172-09. (pair)

*WARNING: Do not use this rack as a seat. Do not exceed the fender rack weight capacity. Using as seat or exceeding this capacity could cause handling problems which could result in loss of control and death or serious injury.
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Seating & Saddlebags

A. SUNDOWNER™ RIDER SEAT
With its wide and deep bucket shape, this Sundowner™ Rider Bucket Seat is designed to maximize rider comfort for the long haul. Styled to match the Original Equipment passenger pillion or the available Touring Passenger Pillion P/N 51780-07††. This rider touring seat features a contoured bucket that provides additional lower back support.

51778-07††
Fits ‘07-‘11 VRSC™ models (except VRSCF and VRSCR). Requires use of Original Equipment passenger pillion or Touring Passenger Pillion P/N 51780-07††. Seat width 13.0”.

B. SUNDOWNER RIDER SEAT AND PILLION
Designed for the long haul, this touring seat and passenger pillion combination continues the comfort tradition of the Sundowner line. With both the rider and passenger in mind, this seat features a deep contoured rider position to provide added lower back support and a wide passenger pillion for superior passenger comfort.

53432-02††
Fits ‘02-‘06 VRSCA, VRSCB and VRSCD models. Also fits ‘05-‘06 VRSCSE models. Requires use of Fender Base Plate or One-Piece Luggage Rack (sold separately). Seat width 15.5”; pillion width 12.0”.

C. TOURING PASSENGER PILLION
Although the VRSC™ family of motorcycles is built for speed, it can also make a radical touring machine. This wide and contoured Passenger Pillion is shaped to deliver maximum passenger comfort for long hauls or around-town riding.

51780-07†† Smooth.
Fits ‘07-‘11 VRSC models (except VRSCF and VRSCR). Requires separate purchase of model-specific Fender Base Plate. Pillion width 11.0”.

52023-01A†† Textured.
Fits ‘02-‘06 VRSCA, VRSCB and VRSCD models. Also fits ‘05 VRSCSE models. Requires use of Fender Base Plate or One-Piece Luggage Rack (sold separately). Pillion width 11.5”.

Shown with:
TOURING PASSENGER BACKREST PAD
This wide Touring Backrest is shaped to provide added passenger comfort and support.

51783-07†† Smooth.
Fits ‘07-‘11 VRSC (except VRSCF), ‘06-‘07 VRSCR and ‘06 VRSCSE2 models equipped with Low Sissy Bar Upright P/N 51162-06 or 51313-07. Also fits FXCW models equipped with Sissy Bar Upright P/N 52804-08 and Dyna® models equipped with Sissy Bar Upright P/N 52726-09.

51569-01†† Textured.
Fits ‘02-‘06 VRSCA, VRSCB and VRSCD models equipped with Low Sissy Bar Upright P/N 51126-01A or 51145-04A †.
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D. REDUCED REACH RIDER SEAT
This low-profile saddle alters the seating position by moving the rider forward, and the narrow thigh area brings the legs closer together to minimize the tip-toe feeling at a stop. The seating surface complements the Original Equipment passenger pillion or available Touring Passenger Pillion.
51781-07††
Fits '07-’11 VRSC™ models (except VRSCF and VRSCR). Requires use of Original Equipment passenger pillion or Touring Passenger Pillion P/N 51780-07††. Seat width 13.0”.
52024-01††
Fits ’02-’06 VRSCA, VRSCB and VRSCD models. Also fits ’05-’06 VRSCSE models. Seat width 13.0”.

E. COMPACT PASSENGER BACKREST PAD
This backrest pad complements the stock VRSCA seat as well as the Reduced Reach Seat P/N 52024-01†† and the Sundowner™ Seat P/N 53432-02††.
52748-02
Fits ’02-’06 VRSCA, VRSCB and VRSCD models equipped with Low Sissy Bar Upright P/N 51126-01A or 51145-04A†.

F. COMPACT PASSENGER BACKREST PAD – SMOOTH
This backrest sports a smooth, clean finish that looks great with any smooth surface seat.
51782-07
Fits ’07-’11 VRSC (except VRSCF), ’06-’07 VRSCR and ’06 VRSCSE2 models equipped with Low Sissy Bar Upright P/N 51162-06 or 51313-07. Also fits FXCW models equipped with Sissy Bar Upright P/N 52804-08 and Dyna® models equipped with Sissy Bar Upright P/N 52796-09.
51583-01
Fits ’02-’06 VRSCA, VRSCB and VRSCD models equipped with Low Sissy Bar Upright P/N 51126-01A or 51145-04A†.

G. COMPACT PASSENGER BACKREST PAD – VRSCR TEXTURED
Patterned to complement the Original Equipment seat on the VRSCR, this compact Backrest Pad offers both style and passenger comfort.
53762-06
Fits ’07-’11 VRSC (except VRSCF), ’06-’07 VRSCR and ’06 VRSCSE2 models equipped with Low Sissy Bar Upright P/N 51162-06 or 51313-07. Also fits FXCW models equipped with Sissy Bar Upright P/N 52804-08 and Dyna® models equipped with Sissy Bar Upright P/N 52796-09.

H. CAST AND CHROME MINI SISSY BAR
Accent the low and lean look of the VRSC motorcycle with this highly styled Mini Sissy Bar. The unique die-cast shape and mirror-chrome finish blends with the Fender Base Plate to form a functional, yet stylish backrest. The included smooth look pad complements Original Equipment and low-profile custom seats. Kit includes mini upright, pad and chrome mounting hardware. Fender Base Plate sold separately.
52759-04
Fits ’02-’06 VRSCA, VRSCB, VRSCD and ’05 VRSCSE models equipped with Fender Base Plate P/N 51120-01A or 51140-04A. (Does not fit with luggage rack.)
A. FENDER BASE PLATE KITS
styled to give your VRSC™ motorcycle street appeal, this Base Plate provides the attachment point for upright and luggage rack options. This great-looking Base Plate can be left in place to complement the fender styling, or it can be easily removed with simple tools for a quick return to stock configuration. Kit includes chrome mounting hardware.

Fits '07-'11 VRSCAW, VRSCDX and VRSCX models.
51138-07 Chrome.
51220-07 Gloss Black.
Fits '06-'07 VRSCR models.
51156-06 Chrome.
Fits '02-'06 VRSCA, VRSCB, VRSCD and '05 VRSCSE models. Does not fit VRSCSE2 or models equipped with Wide Tire Kit P/N 43687-06 † or 43820-05 †.
51120-01A Chrome.

B. CHROME HARDWARE KITS – VRSC SISSY BAR AND LUGGAGE RACK
Finish the show-winning look with brilliant chrome hardware.
1. 94112-04 Sissy Bar Upright and Base Plate. Fits '02-'11 VRSC models (except VRSCF) equipped with a Fender Base Plate and a Sissy Bar Upright.
2. 94263-04 Luggage Rack. Fits '02-'11 VRSC models (except VRSCF) equipped with Luggage Rack P/N 51119-01A † or 51142-04A †.

C. LOW SISSY BAR UPRIGHTS
Designed to blend with the sleek look of the VRSC model, this easily removable upright attaches directly to the Fender Base Plate for a clean look. Hardware included.

Fits '06-'07 VRSCR and '07-'11 VRSCAW, VRSCDX and VRSCX models. Requires separate purchase of Fender Base Plate P/N 51156-06, 51138-07, 51220-07 or 51120-07.
51162-06 Chrome.
51313-07 Gloss Black.
Fits '02-'06 VRSCA, VRSCB, VRSCD and '05 VRSCSE models. Requires separate purchase of Fender Base Plate P/N 51120-01A or 51140-04A.
51126-01A Chrome.

Shown with:
LUGGAGE RACK FOR VRSC MODELS*
This Luggage Rack is the ideal option for your ride across town or across the state. This rack is designed specifically for the VRSC motorcycle, and the simple installation requires the use of a Fender Base Plate. Easily removed with simple tools. Chrome hardware included.

Fits '02-'11 VRSC models (except VRSCF) equipped with a Fender Base Plate.
51119-01A † Chrome.
51142-04A † Gloss Black.

D. DOCUMENT HOLDER
This Document Holder provides a convenient storage space under the VRSC hinged seat or in saddlebags. The clear zip-closure pouch attaches to the underside of the seat or to the interior of a saddlebag with convenient hook-and-loop strips, and the pouch can be removed and replaced with a simple lift and pull.
94206-03 Fits '02-later VRSC models (except VRSCR).

E. FRAME BAG
Great for small items like cell phones and sunglasses, this compact bag tucks neatly in the left side of the frame for a clean look.
94204-03A Fits '02-later VRSC models (except VRSCR).

"WARNING: Do not use this rack as a seat. Do not exceed the fender rack weight capacity. Using as seat or exceeding this capacity could cause handling problems which could result in loss of control and death or serious injury."
F. ROAD ZEPPELIN® SEAT PAD
Experience ultimate comfort. Road Zeppelin® Seat Pads are equipped with a unique air bladder system that allows your weight to be distributed evenly across the entire seating surface, ensuring hours of comfort for both rider and passenger. The air bladder system is designed to remove pressure points and provide shock absorption to reduce vibration. The mesh cover allows air to circulate beneath the rider’s body, reducing the air temperature between the rider and seat. The easy-to-reach integrated hand pump and air release valve permits quick and convenient adjustment. Shaped to conform to most Harley-Davidson® seats, the pads feature an adjustable mounting strap and a non-skid surface to keep them in place.

52000084 Rider
Fits rider position on all models equipped with Original Equipment or accessory seats. Also fits passenger position on Touring models with large pillion area. Pad width – 14.0”.

52400060 Passenger Pillion
Fits Original Equipment and accessory passenger pillion seats. Pad length – 11.0”; width – 8.0”.

G. CIRCULATOR SEAT PADS
Keep comfortable on your next long ride. These breathable Circulator Seat Pads feature 3D construction that promotes air movement and reduces heat build-up where the rider’s body touches the seat. Designed to keep the rider cool by reducing the perspiration build-up between you and the seating surface, the Circulator Pads can be installed and removed in seconds for easy cleaning. The low-profile design minimizes seat-height change compared to inflatable pads, while enhancing comfort with its shock-absorbing construction. Manufactured of UV-stable materials, these seat pads resist fading when exposed to the sun. Elastic under-seat strap and non-slip base provide secure installation, and the available Circulator Passenger Pillion Pad attaches to the rider pad with hook-and-loop tabs.

51074-10 Medium Seat Pad (14.5” width).
Fits VRSC™, XL and Dyna® models with Original Equipment and accessory seats.

51078-10 Passenger Pillion Pad (13.0” width).
Fits Original Equipment and accessory passenger pillion seats.

H. SPORT SADDLEBAGS
These full-featured, handcrafted saddlebags have been designed to complement the VRSC motorcycle’s sporting image. The ballistic nylon construction and “VRSC” logo add durability and style that builds on the VRSC family’s muscular image. The Sport Saddlebags are quick-detachable from the available mounting supports for carrying ease, and feature exterior pockets, an interior pouch, and a large dual zipper opening. Kit includes left and right detachable bags and rain covers. Luggage capacity: 1900 cubic inches total.

91136-07A†† Fits ‘02-’11 VRSC™ models (except VRSCF). Installation requires separate purchase of model-specific Saddlebag Mounting Hardware.

SADDLEBAG MOUNTING HARDWARE KIT
Required to install VRSC Saddlebag P/N 91441-06A or 91136-07A††.

91432-07 Fits 07-10 VRSCAW, ’07-’11 VRSCDX and ’07-’08 VRSCX models.

91440-06 Fits 02-06 VRSCA, VRSCB and VRSCD models.
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A. CHROME VRSC™ ENGINE KIT
Upgrade your silver and black motor with brilliant chrome components. Kit includes upper and lower cam covers, clutch actuator cover, sprocket cover, water pump cover, clutch cover, derby cover, alternator cover, and all gaskets.
16309-04A
Fits '04-later VRSC™ models (except VRSCF). Stock on VRSCA and VRSCAW models.

B. CHROME HARDWARE KIT – VRSC CAM COVER
Kit includes chrome washers and smooth socket head metric screws made to Harley-Davidson specifications. Kit includes the hardware required to replace the visible set of zinc-plated fasteners on the cam cover.
94014-03
Fits '02-later VRSC models.

C. CHROME HARDWARE KIT – VRSC CLUTCH HOUSING AND WATER PUMP
Kit includes chrome washers and smooth socket head metric screws made to Harley-Davidson specifications. Kit includes the hardware required to replace the visible set of zinc-plated fasteners on the clutch cover, secondary clutch actuator cover, and water pump cover.
94002-03
Fits '02-later VRSC models.

D. CHROME HARDWARE KIT – VRSC ALTERNATOR COVER AND FRONT SPROCKET COVER
Kit includes chrome washers and smooth socket head metric screws made to Harley-Davidson specifications. Kit includes the hardware required to replace the visible set of zinc-plated fasteners on the alternator cover, derby cover, and front sprocket cover.
94001-03
Fits '02-later VRSC models.

E. CLASSIC CHROME SOCKET HEAD BOLT COVERS – METRIC
Finish the show-winning look with these easy-to-install hardware covers. These machined brass and chrome-plated covers are corrosion resistant, and the internal spring steel retention clip resists vibration and thermal cycling to securely hold the covers in place. Metric M6 size fits most engine hardware on the V-Rod® model.
94046-03
Fits M6 metric socket head screws with hex drive. Sold in package of 10.
F. COOLANT HOSE COVER KIT
Chrome Coolant Hose Cover picks up where the stock water pump cover leaves off. This cover extends from the tee behind the upper frame to the top of the water pump. All necessary mounting hardware is included.
29770-01
Fits '02-later VRSC™ models. Will not fit with Braided Stainless Steel Coolant Line P/N 26792-01.

G. BRAIDED STAINLESS STEEL COOLANT LINE
Add the performance look that only braided steel can provide with this custom Coolant Line Kit. Complemented by machined billet aluminum chrome-plated end caps for exact fitment and flawless function.
26792-01
Fits '02-later VRSC models.

H. THERMOSTAT HOUSING – CHROME
The ideal complement to the Revolution® engine, this Chrome Thermostat Housing looks great against the silver or the black finish. Manufactured from Original Equipment components for superior fit, this thermostat housing is polished and plated to a brilliant shine.
26808-04
Fits '02-later VRSC models.

I. BILLET CAM COVER MEDALLION KIT – CHROME
These mirror-finished chrome-plated cam cover inserts add a touch of chrome to the VRSC model’s silver heads. The domed contour catches your eye and is a perfect complement to the Billet Front Sprocket Inserts P/N 44493-02. Easy installation with high-strength adhesive backing. Kit includes four medallions.
44497-02
Fits '02-later VRSC models.

J. OIL TEMPERATURE DIPSTICK WITH LIGHTED LCD READOUT
Add function and style by replacing the stock dipstick with this hardworking version, which includes a chrome-plated cap and LCD (liquid crystal display) oil temperature readout. The readout is push-button activated with an automatic shut-off in 5 seconds, and can be programmed to stay illuminated for up to 15 minutes. The easy-to-read blue light display can be switched from Fahrenheit to Celsius. Display orientation is adjustable for viewing angle. Includes replaceable lithium battery.
62982-03B
Fits '02-later VRSC models (except VRSCF).
66373-06 CR2032 3v.
Lithium Replacement Battery.

K. OIL TEMPERATURE DIPSTICK
Replace your Original Equipment oil dipstick with this custom-styled version featuring an easy-to-see mechanical temperature readout with “Harley-Davidson” logo. A knurled, chrome-plated aluminum cap completes the styling and provides an easy grip for removal.
62962-01A
Fits '02-later VRSC models (except VRSCF).
A. MUFFLER END CAP KIT
These die-cast and chrome-plated aluminum End Caps surround the exhaust outlet and add a finishing touch to the flow lines of the V-Rod® exhaust. Complete kit includes two End Caps and all required mounting hardware. Installation requires drilling mounting holes.
65000-04
Fits '02-'10 VRSCA, VRSCB and VRSCX models equipped with Original Equipment muffler.

B. BILLET MUFFLER CLAMP KIT – CHROME
Complete the flowing lines of the VRSC™ mufflers with brilliant chrome. These highly-polished and chrome-plated machined billet aluminum clamps provide the perfect finishing touch to the long and lean VRSC exhaust. These clamps replace the Original Equipment strap muffler clamps, are reusable and fit with the Original Equipment or Screamin’ Eagle® Slip-On Mufflers.
65271-03
Fits '02-later VRSCA, VRSCAW, VRSCB and VRSCX models equipped with Original Equipment mufflers.

C. VOLTAGE REGULATOR COVER – CHROME
With a look that creates its own electricity, this chrome-plated cover features an embossed Bar & Shield logo and an open-center grill that allows air to flow right through for regulator cooling. Designed for easy installation. Chrome-mounting hardware included.
74497-03
Fits '02-'07 VRSC models. Will not fit with Engine Guard P/N 49267-01†, 49275-06† or 49388-09.

D. VENTED SIDE COVERS – CHROME
Add a deeply contoured look to the VRSC model’s aggressive profile. These chrome-plated steel Side Covers feature a recessed black vent for a distinctive appearance. Easy-to-install kit includes left and right covers and chrome-plated mounting hardware.
66331-05
Fits '02-later VRSC models (except VRSCF).

E. FUEL CELL SIDE COVER KIT – CHROME
Fill the side openings in the V-Rod motorcycle’s hydro-formed frame with a dash of chrome. This two-piece kit conceals the fuel tank and ignition switch housing, and adds a contrasting shine to the silver or black frame rails. Easy to install and no hardware required.
66310-02
Fits '02-'06 VRSCA, VRSCB and VRSCD models.

F. AIR BOX COVER BRA
Protect the finish of your VRSC model’s air box cover from scratches caused by keys, belt buckles and road debris. This “tank” bra is made with non-abrasive, fleece-backed vinyl and features an embroidered Bar & Shield logo. Designed for easy installation and a custom fit.
57850-01
Fits '02-later VRSC models (except VRSCF).
**G. FRONT FORK SLIDERS – CHROME**

Competition priced, these chrome-plated Lower Fork Sliders give your bike up front style. To ensure proper fitment and function, these sliders are manufactured from Original Equipment components. Form follows function, with polished triple chrome-plating and a stamped “Harley-Davidson” logo for product identification. Kit includes right and left side sliders.

**46526-02B**
Fits ‘02-’11 VRSC™ models (except VRSCR and VRSCF).

**H. CHROME CALIPER SCREEN INSERT**
Chrome-plated caliper inserts replace the Original Equipment satin-finish screens featured on Brembo® Brake Calipers. Easy pop-in installation. Sold individually.

**42054-05** Front
Fits ‘06-later VRSC and ’08-later Touring models.

**42053-05** Rear
Fits ’06-later VRSC and ’08-later Touring models.

**I. SCREAMIN’ EAGLE® FORK BRACE – CHROME**

These chrome fork braces are machined from billet aluminum, then polished and chrome-plated to complement the curve of the front fender. The machined Screamin’ Eagle® logo finishes the look with crisp detail. Easy to install, these braces offer increased torsional rigidity. Does not fit with Fluted Fork Slider Dust Covers.

**46595-06A**
Fits ’06-later FXD, FXDB, FXDC, FXDL and ’02-’08 VRSCA, VRSCB, VRSCD and VRSCX models.
A. FRONT AXLE NUT COVER KITS
Cover the front axle in style. Available in chrome or gloss black finish, custom Axle Nut Covers look great with original Equipment satin-finish fork sliders, or add the finishing touch to a complete chrome or blacked-out front end. These Axle Cover Kits are easy to install and include all necessary mounting hardware. Sold in pairs.

Fits '02-later VRSC™ (except VRSCF, VRSCR and '12-later VRSCDX), '08-later XL, '07-later Softail® (except Springer™, FXCW, FXCWC and FXSTD), '08-later Dyna®, and '08-later Touring models.

44117-07A Chrome – Die-cast.
44116-07A Chrome – Billet.
43428-09 Gloss Black – Billet.

B. “H-D MOTOR CO.” LOGO FRONT AXLE NUT COVER KIT

Fits '02-later VRSC (except VRSCF, VRSCR and '12-later VRSCDX), '08-later XL, '07-later Softail (except Springer, FXCW, FXCWC and FXSTD), '08-later Dyna and '08-later Touring models.

44148-07A

C. WILLIE G SKULL COLLECTION FRONT AXLE NUT COVER KIT
Add a little attitude to your ride. Styled to complement Harley-Davidson® Skull accessory items, the menacing raised skull with black-filled eyes leaps from a field of chrome. The surrounding “Harley-Davidson Motorcycles” script is the perfect finishing touch. The Axle Nut Covers are easy to install, and include all necessary mounting hardware. Sold in pairs.

Fits '88-later XL, '84-later Softail (except Springer, FXCW, FXCWC and FXSTD), '02-later VRSC (except VRSCF, VRSCR and '12-later VRSCDX), '91-later Dyna, and '99-later Touring models.

43163-08A

D. ALUMINATOR® CHROME BILLETT FRONT AXLE NUT COVER KIT
Chrome-plated aluminum Billet Axle Cover Kit with the classic styling of the Aluminator® Collection. Includes mounting hardware and wrench for easy installation.

Fits '07-later Softail models (except Springer, FXCW, FXCWC and FXSTD), '08-later Dyna and Touring and '02-later VRSC models (except VRSCR and VRSCF).

44114-07

E. TAPERED FRONT AXLE NUT COVER KIT
Thanks to an exclusive contoured profile, these unique chrome die-cast Front Axle Nut Covers appear smaller than others when installed.

Fits '07-later Softail models (except Springer, FXCW, FXCWC and FXSTD), '08-later Dyna and Touring and '02-later VRSC models (except VRSCR and VRSCF).

44109-07

F. LOW-PROFILE FRONT AXLE NUT COVER KIT
Thanks to the tapered design, these die-cast Low-Profile Axle Covers appear smaller than a traditional axle cover. The brilliant chrome finish looks great with Original Equipment polished or accessory chrome fork sliders, and the hidden fasteners keep the look clean.

Fits '06-later VRSC models (except VRSCF, VRSCR and '12-later VRSCDX) and '08-later Dyna models (except FXDSE).

47646-09
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G. UPPER BELT GUARD – CHROME
A must-have accessory for all V-Rod® motorcycle owners, this decoratively polished and chrome-plated Upper Belt Guard offers custom styling to an already radical bike. Mount it using your Original Equipment mounting hardware. Instructions included for easy installation.
60837-07
Fits '07-later VRSC™ models (except VRSCR).
60469-01A
Fits '02-'06 VRSC (except '06 VRSCSE2) and '07 VRSCR models.

Shown with:
LOWER BELT GUARD – CHROME
Chrome out the entire belt and sprocket area with the addition of this uniquely styled, chrome-plated accessory. Featuring a one-of-a-kind shape and an outlined Bar & Shield logo, it’s also styled to match the chrome Upper Belt Guard for seamless integration when installed together. Kit comes complete with hardware and instructions for installation.
60839-07
Fits '07-later VRSC models (except VRSCR).
60484-01B
Fits '02-'06 VRSC (except '06 VRSCSE2) and '07 VRSCR models.

H. REAR AXLE COVER KIT
This one-piece axle cover blends into the unique styling of the rear swingarm, and covers the rear axle and axle adjuster for a finished look.
Fits '02-later VRSC models.
45621-02  Chrome.
43430-09  Gloss Black.

I. SWINGARM PIVOT BOLT COVER KIT
Complete the radical styling of your VRSC model’s swingarm with these custom Pivot Bolt Covers. Easy press-fit installation. Sold in pairs.
Fits '02-later VRSC models.
48893-01  Chrome.
47647-09  Gloss Black.
A. V-ROD® 5-SPOKE WHEEL – BLACK ICE

Brawn is back. Five big and beefy spokes define the distinctive hot rod styling, and the knife-edge shape provides an angular spin on the traditional custom wheel look. Treated to the exclusive Black Ice finish, these mirror-smooth wheels add an incredible depth and shimmer that is impossible to reach with an ordinary “black chrome” finish. Pick your styling direction; the rich black finish blends easily into a blacked-out bike, but the wet-look shimmer holds its own in the company of chrome as well. All Genuine Motor Accessory wheels have been certified by Harley-Davidson to perform to our tough vehicle standards for fit, quality and durability. Wheels require separate purchase of model-specific Wheel Installation Kit, Sprocket hardware and Brake Rotor-specific hardware. See I-sheet for details.

Fits ‘09-later VRSCF models and ‘12-later VRSCDX models.

55083-11 19” Front.
55082-11 18” Rear.

B. REACTOR CUSTOM WHEEL – CHROME

The five slim spokes of this custom wheel dramatically change the look of the VRSC™ motorcycle. The “ball-milled” spokes radiate from the unique center hub to blend with the machined rim, opening the bike for a light, sporting profile. The smooth curving rim, highlighted with machined grooves, adds to the true custom look without compromising strength or performance. The raised bosses on the hub carry the Original Equipment floating brake rotors, and add to the clean appearance of the installed wheel.

43219-08† 19” Front.
Fits ‘02-‘11 VRSCA, VRSCB, VRSCD, VRSCDX, VRSCX and VRSCSE/2 models. Requires separate purchase of model-specific Wheel Installation Kit. ‘07 VRSCX, ‘08 VRSCAW Anniversary models, and other models equipped with laced front wheels also require additional purchase of (2) Front Brake Rotors.

43728-08 18” Rear (240 Tire).
Fits ‘07-later VRSC models (except ‘07-‘08 VRSCD and ‘07 VRSC). Requires separate purchase of model-specific Wheel Installation Kit.

43215-08† 18” Rear (180/55 Tire).
Fits ‘02-‘06 VRSCA and VRSCB models. ‘06-‘08 VRSCD and ‘05-‘07 VRSCR models. Requires separate purchase of model-specific Wheel Installation Kit.

C. 5-SPOKE CAST ALUMINUM WHEEL

Dress your V-Rod® motorcycle in the latest style. First introduced on the 2008 Night Rod® model, these black and polished 5-Spoke Wheels add a touch of attitude to your early VRSC model.

43634-08 19” Front.
Fits ‘02-‘07 VRSC models. Requires separate purchase of model-specific Wheel Installation Kit P/N 43848-08. ‘07 VRSCX models and other models equipped with laced front wheel also require additional purchase of (2) Front Brake Rotors P/N 44553-06A.

43635-08 18” Rear (180/55 Tire).
Fits ‘02-‘06 VRSCA and VRSCB models and ‘06-‘07 VRSCD and VRSCR models. Does not fit models equipped with VRSCX models and other models equipped with laced front wheel also require additional purchase of (2) Front Brake Rotors P/N 43861-08.
D. REACTOR BILLET SPROCKET – CHROME
Styled to complement the Reactor Custom Wheels for VRSC™ models, the five thin spokes mirror the design of the wheel and add a light profile to the rear of the bike.
Fits ’07-later VRSC models (except VRSCR). Separate purchase of bearing is required.
40161-09
Fits ’02–06 VRSC models (except ’06 VRSCSE2). Also fits ’07 VRSCR models.
40229-04

E. REACTOR SPROCKET COMPENSATOR BOWL
Show off the back of your Reactor Wheel and Sprocket combination. This chrome-plated Sprocket Compensator Bowl replaces the Original Equipment painted part, and dresses up the view when you look through the open design of the Reactor Custom Wheel. Kit reuses Original Equipment compensator cushion.
Fits ’07-later VRSC models (except VRSCR) equipped with Reactor Custom Rear Wheel.
40169-09
40168-09
Chrome.

F. POLISHED BRAKE ROTOR
Complete the custom look with open design Floating Brake Rotors, styled to complement a variety of custom wheels. Rotors are sold individually, and include installation hardware.
41500012A
Front.
Fits ’08-later Touring models with 18” Blade, 18” Roadwinder™, 18” Reaper, or 18” Anarchy wheels. Fits ’06-later Dyna® models (except FXDF and FXDFSE/2) with stock cast wheels or accessory 19” wheels (except Slotted 6-Spoke 19” front wheel), and fits ’06-later VRSC models with stock cast wheels or accessory 19” front wheels.

G. BREMBO® FRONT CALIPER KIT – CHROME
Add the shine of chrome to your bike with these highly polished Chrome Brake Caliper Kits. Manufactured from Original Equipment components for proven performance, these calipers are a great addition to the stock bike, or add the finishing touch to a complete custom equipped with chrome wheels, rotors, fork sliders and swingarm. (Brake pads not included.)
42012-06A
Front.
Fits ’06-later VRSC and ’08-later Touring models.

H. FRONT CALIPER KIT – CHROME
Add the shine of chrome to your front end with this highly polished Chrome Front Brake Caliper Kit. Manufactured from Original Equipment components for proven performance, these calipers are a great addition to the stock front end, or add the finishing touch to a complete custom with chrome wheels, rotors and chrome fork sliders. (Brake pads and pad pins not included.)
44392-00A
Dual disc.
Fits ’00–03 XL, ’02–05 VRSC and ’00–07 Dyna, Softail® and Touring models equipped with dual disc front brakes.

I. REAR CALIPER KIT – CHROME
With H-D® chrome behind you, you’re cruising with confidence. This Rear Caliper Kit offers a brilliant, long-lasting chrome finish while delivering Original Equipment performance and exact fit. Bolts right to existing mounting holes. (Brake pads and pad pins not included.)
44539-02A
Fits ’00–07 FL Softail (except ’07 FLSTF), ’00–05 FX Softail (except FXSTD) and ’02–04 VRSC models with accessory Wide Tire Kits.
† 00
A. BLACK HANDLEBAR FOR NIGHT ROD® SPECIAL
Complete the transition to the “dark side.” Elegant satin-black finished handlebar retains the comfortable contour of the Original Equipment bar, and complements the black finished hand controls and mirrors.

56981-07  Fits ‘07-‘11 VRSCDX models.

B. REDUCED REACH® HANDLEBAR*  
With a shape designed to place the handlebar closer to the rider, this Reduced Reach® Handlebar puts the rider in an upright seating position for added comfort and control. Bar provides 4” pull back and 1.5” of rise over stock VRSCDX handlebar. When combined with a Reduced Reach Seat P/N 52024-01† and Reduced Reach Control Kit P/N 50360-04†, the VRSCDX model can be configured to provide a compact hand-seat-foot relationship for the shorter rider. Satin black handlebar complements the VRSCDX’s dark side.

57466-10  Satin Black.  
Fits ‘06-‘08 VRSCD and ‘07-‘11 VRSCDX models. VRSCDX models require the separate purchase of additional components. Also fits VRSCF models with separate purchase of Riser and Clamp Kit P/N 55900008.

57466-10 VRSCDX Black Reduced Reach Handlebar
‘06-‘08 VRSCD require: OE Style
- Clutch Lines: Stock
- Throttle/Idle Cables: Stock
- Brake Lines: Non-ABS
- ABS models: Stock

‘07-‘08 VRSCDX require: OE Style
- Clutch Lines: Stock
- Throttle/Idle Cables: Stock
- Brake Lines: Non-ABS
- ABS models: 44736-06B

‘09-‘11 VRSCDX require: OE Style
- Clutch Lines: Stock
- Throttle/Idle Cables: 56593-04, 56594-04
- Brake Lines: Non-ABS
- ABS models: 42264-08A

VRSCD/VRSCDX HANDLEBAR COMPARISON

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Handlebar P/N</th>
<th>Standard Bar (OE VRSCDX shape)</th>
<th>Reduced Reach Bar (OE VRSCD shape)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>56981-07</td>
<td>30.50&quot;</td>
<td>28.80&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57466-10</td>
<td>30.50&quot;</td>
<td>28.80&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tip-to-Tip</td>
<td>3.00&quot;</td>
<td>2.75&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base Width</td>
<td>3.25&quot;</td>
<td>6.25&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pull Back</td>
<td>3.50&quot;</td>
<td>5.70&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rise (Tip-to-Base)</td>
<td>3.50&quot;</td>
<td>5.70&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knurl Center-to-Center</td>
<td>3.50&quot;</td>
<td>3.14&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bar Diameter</td>
<td>1.00&quot;</td>
<td>1.00&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

†  ††  Reduced Reach
Standard Shape

*NOTE: Installation of some handlebars and risers may require a change in clutch and/or throttle cable and brake hose for some models.
C. V-ROD MUSCLE® RISER AND CLAMP KIT*

Love the look and feel of the V-Rod Muscle® motorcycle but feel a little “stretched out” in your reach to the bar? This unique riser and clamp will allow you to replace the Original Equipment cast drag bar with the Reduced Reach® Handlebar P/N 57466-10. The 1” diameter Reduced Reach Handlebar puts the rider in an upright seating position for added comfort and control. The bar and riser combination provides 2” pull back when compared to the stock VRSCF handlebar. Installation retains the factory hand controls and turn-signal style mirrors, and no additional cables or lines are required.

55900008
Fits '09-later VRSCF models.

Also available:
WINDSHIELD ADAPTOR KIT
Required for installation of Quick-Release Compact Windshield P/N 57610-09 on V-Rod Muscle models equipped with Reduced Reach Handlebar and Riser and Clamp Kit P/N 55900008.
57400128
Fits '09-later VRSCF models equipped with Reduced Reach Handlebar and Handlebar Riser And Clamp Kit P/N 55900008.

D. SLOTTED HAND CONTROL LEVER KIT

Add that stripped-down custom look to your handlebar with these chrome Slotted Hand Control Levers. Finished to a mirror-like shine, these billet-look levers place a touch of brilliance in the palm of your hand.
34648-07
Fits '06-later VRSC™ models.

E. HAND CONTROL LEVER KIT

Continue the “blacked-out” or chrome theme with these Hand Control Levers. Cast from aluminum, these levers feature a custom finish designed to match the black or chrome hydraulic clutch components and Original Equipment-style hand controls.

Fits '06-later VRSC models.
42270-06B Chrome.
42275-07A Black.

Fits '02-'05 VRSC and '96-'06 Dyna®, Softail® and Touring models equipped with hydraulic clutch.
46114-07 Chrome.

*NOTE: Installation of some handlebars and risers may require a change in clutch and/or throttle cable and brake hose for some models.
A. CHROME CLUTCH BRACKET AND MASTER CYLINDER RESERVOIR KIT
Replace your stock painted aluminum controls with brilliant chrome, without compromising quality. This kit is manufactured from the Original Equipment components and includes Chrome Master Cylinder Cover. When combined with Chrome Switch Housing Kit, Chrome Switch Caps, and other Harley-Davidson® Genuine Motor Accessories, this front brake control kit provides a look that does more than stop your bike – it can stop traffic.

42100-06A  Fits '06-later VRSC™ models.
46112-02D  Fits '02-'05 VRSC models. Also fits '96-'05 Dyna®, Softail®, and '96-'04 Touring models with dual disc front brakes.

B. SWITCH HOUSING KIT – CHROME
Convert your housings from black to chrome with this complete kit. Includes left, right, upper and lower housings. No switches or wiring required. Installation instructions included.

70222-96B  Fits '96-later VRSC, XL, XR and FLHR models. Also fits '96-'11 Dyna, '96-'10 Softail models. Does not fit FXSTDSE and FLHRSEII2 models.

C. SWITCH CAP KIT – CHROME
Not satisfied until everything you see is chrome? This Chrome Switch Cap Kit will add style to one of the most visible areas of your bike, the switches. Shaped for the same ergonomic feel as the Original Equipment hand control switches, these caps replace the stock black caps without re-wiring. The chrome switch caps complement other chrome hand control accessories (Chrome Master Cylinder Kit, Chrome Hand Levers, Chrome Switch Housings and Chrome Master Cylinder Cover) to complete the custom look.

71804-03  Fits '96-later VRSC, XL, XR and FLHR models. Also fits '96-'11 Dyna, '96-'10 Softail and '98-'01 FLHRC models. FLHR models equipped with cruise control use Kit P/N 71808-03.

D. MASTER CYLINDER COVER KIT – CHROME
Update the view over the handlebar with a touch of chrome. Kit includes left and right Master Cylinder Reservoir Covers and all necessary installation hardware.

42114-06A  Fits '06-later VRSC models.

E. MASTER CYLINDER COVER KIT – CHROME
Includes one chrome-plated cover, gasket, and decal. Easily installed with included stainless steel screws.

45078-96D  Fits ’96-'03 XL, ’02-'05 VRSC, '96-'05 Dyna and Softail and '96-'04 Touring models.
F. V-ROD® MID-CONTROL KIT
Convert your V-Rod® Night Rod® Special to a sport-oriented mid-control riding position. Ideal for riders with a short inseam length or for riders who prefer an aggressive riding posture, this complete kit moves the foot brake and shift lever from the standard forward control position to a mid-control location. The installation changes the riding stance from a laid-back, foot-forward, straight leg cruising profile to an upright, foot-down, bent knee sport profile. The kit includes left and right footpeg supports, brake and shift lever assemblies, brake and shift linkages, rear master cylinder, and all required hardware.
50700013
Fits ’07-later VRSCDX models. ABS equipped models require separate purchase of Brake Lines P/N 42268-08A and 42285-08A. Non-ABS models require separate purchase of Brake Line P/N 41968-07A.

G. REDUCED REACH® CONTROL KIT
Shorten your reach to the V-Rod motorcycle forward controls with this complete foot control relocation kit. Designed for the shorter rider, this kit brings the footpegs and the shift and brake levers back and up toward the rider by 1”. When combined with a Reduced Reach® Seat, your reach is reduced up to 2”. Complete kit includes shift linkage, brake lever, shifter peg and footpeg mounts.
50360-04†
Fits ’02-’11 VRSC™ models (except VRSCD and VRSCR). Will not fit with accessory gear shift linkages. Original Equipment on VRSCF models.

H. REDUCED REACH FOOTPEG KIT
Designed with the shorter rider’s ergonomics in mind, this chrome-finished kit offers a different riding option for V-Rod models. When used alone, this kit moves the footpegs back and up 1”. When used in conjunction with a Reduced Reach Seat your reach is reduced up to 2”, giving you maximum riding comfort.
50270-02A†
Fits ’02-’11 VRSC models (except VRSCD and VRSCR). Original Equipment on VRSCF models.
A. SLOTTED SHIFT LEVER
The high style of the VRSC™ model is reflected in this sweeping open-design shift lever. Available in your choice of mirror-chrome or satin black, the slotted billet design and integral molded rubber pad with Bar & Shield logo is a look that will get noticed. Install the matching Slotted Brake Lever for a complete look.

Fits ’02-later VRSC models (except VRSCD and VRSCR).
34555-01A † Chrome.
34551-09 Satin Black.

B. SLOTTED REAR BRAKE LEVER
Styled to complement the lean and low look of the VRSC motorcycle, the open-slotted design of this brake lever adds a custom touch to your stock forward controls. Available in your choice of mirror-chrome or satin black, this Slotted Brake Lever includes a matching ribbed brake pedal pad with embossed Bar & Shield logo. Complete the look with a matching Slotted Shift Lever.

Fits ’02-later VRSC models (except VRSCD and VRSCR).
42964-01A † Chrome.
48983-09 Satin Black.

C. RIDER FOOTPEG MOUNTING KIT
Available in chrome or satin black, these custom replacements for the Original Equipment rider footpeg mounts add a finishing touch to your tricked-out or blacked-out ride. Manufactured to factory specifications for exact fit, these Footpeg Mounts complement available chrome or black Slotted Brake and Shift Levers. Kit includes left and right side mounts.

Fits ’02-11 VRSC models (except VRSCD, VRSCF and VRSCR).
50809-02A Chrome.
50863-09 Satin Black.

D. MINI FOOTBOARD KIT
This Footboard Kit can be installed in place of traditional footpegs and provides a little additional leg support and more options to move your legs around on a long ride. Mini Footboards mount to the standard H-D® style footpeg supports, and can be used in many rider, passenger and high-way peg applications. Sole-gripping rubber complements Original Equipment or accessory footboards and footpegs, and adds vibration isolation and a rich appearance.


50500139 Small 3” – Chrome.
50500144 Small 3” – Gloss Black.
50500109 Large 4” – Chrome.
50500124 Large 4” – Gloss Black.

† Please refer to PNC 91920-03 for details.
E. ENGINE GUARD KIT*
Protect your Revolution® engine in style. The unique S-curve shape adds style to function. The Engine Guard features a two-piece design that allows for easy radiator service. Each side can be removed independently by simply removing two bolts. Fits '02-later VRSC™ (except VRSCR) models. Will not fit with Regulator Cover P/N 74496-03 and 74497-03 or with VRSCSE Chin Fairing.
49267-01A Chrome.
49388-09 Gloss Black.

F. JIFFY STAND – CHROME
With this beautifully chrome-plated accessory, your VRSC model won’t just stand on its own – it will stand out. Using the Original Equipment jiffy stand to ensure quality and fitment, this piece is polished and plated to decoratively enhance a very visual component on the vehicle. Reuses Original Equipment spring for installation.
49742-01A Fits '02-later VRSC models (except VRSCR and VRSCF). Does not fit '07-later International models.

G. “V-ROD” SCRIPTED GEAR SHIFT LINKAGE
With the custom looks of the V-Rod® model, stock just won’t do. So kick your customizing into gear with a polished stainless steel Gear Shift Linkage. Featuring aircraft-quality rod ends, a stainless steel transmission lever cover and decorative acorn nuts for maximum custom effect. The polished, stainless steel finish won’t chip, peel or discolor. Easy to install.
33867-02 Fits '02-'11 VRSC models (except VRSCD, VRSCF and VRSCR). Will not fit with Reduced Reach® Control Kit P/N 50360-04†.

H. REAR PASSENGER FOOTPEG BRACKETS
Upgrade the Original Equipment finish with bright chrome. Nicely complements the addition of any accessory passenger footpeg kit. Kit includes polished stainless steel footpeg mounting pins.
51000-02 Chrome.
Fits '02-'06 VRSCA, VRSCB and VRSCSE/2 models.

*WARNING: Engine guards may provide limited leg and cosmetic vehicle protection under unique circumstances (fall over while stopped, very low speed slide). They are not made nor intended to provide protection from bodily injury in a collision with another vehicle or any other object.

† WARNING: Reduced Reach® Control Kit P/N 50360-04 is not compatible with certain VRSC models due to packaging limitations. Contact your local H-D® dealer for more information.
A. BILLET HEADLAMP SHELL
Add style and substance to the front fork with this bullet-shaped Headlamp Shell. Manufactured from billet aluminum, this extended headlamp housing recesses the headlamp for a true custom appearance. The mirror-finish chrome surfaces and the close-fitting inner trim ring create the appearance of a one-piece design. Kit includes chrome-plated mounting hardware and a custom billet mount.

67704-03
Fits '00-later FXS, FXST, FXSTB, FXSTC and FXSTD models, '99-'05 FXDWG models and '02-later VRSC™ models (except VRSCF) equipped with Installation Bracket P/N 68211-05. (Does not fit International models.)

Shown with:
BILLET HEADLAMP INSTALLATION BRACKET FOR VRSC MODELS
Add to the long and lean look of the VRSC model family. This bracket allows you to replace the Original Equipment headlamp with the mirror-chrome extended Billet Headlamp Shell.

68211-05
Fits '02-'11 VRSCA, VRSCAW, VRSCB, VRSCD and VRSCX models. Requires separate purchase of Billet Headlamp Shell Kit P/N 67704-03 and Headlamp Bulb P/N 68297-05. VRSCD models require removal of Original Equipment Color-Matched Speed Screen Visor.

B. TURN SIGNAL RELOCATION KIT
Styled to blend with the lower triple clamp. This chrome-plated Turn Signal Relocation Kit moves the Original Equipment bullet-style turn signals from the handlebar to the front fork for a clean, streamlined look. Kit includes left and right mounting stalk and all required hardware.

57205-05†
Fits '02-later VRSCA, VRSCB, VRSCD and '07-'11 VRSCX and VRSCDX models.

C. CONTOURED HEADLAMP TRIM VISOR
Draped around the curving profile of the distinctive sloping V-Rod® headlamp, this mirror-finish visor blends with the headlamp mounting bracket for a true custom look. Designed to direct light away from the leading edge of the windshield, this styled visor looks great with or without a windshield.

69236-04
Fits '02-later VRSCA, VRSCAW, VRSCX, VRSCR and '04 VRSCB models.

D. HEADLAMP TRIM RING – GLOSS BLACK
Finish the Dark Custom™ look by replacing the Original Equipment chrome headlamp trim ring with sinister black. Easy to install, the ring’s rich black surface matches the stock headlamp shell finish for a unified look.

67700116 5-3/4” Headlamp.

E. TURN SIGNAL LENS KIT – SMOKED
Add a unique touch to your bike. These Turn Signal Lens Kits replace the amber lenses for a clean front and rear appearance. Meets DOT requirements.

69315-02
Fits '02-later VRSC models (except VRSCF). Will not fit V-Rod models equipped with Chrome Turn Signal Kit P/N 69374-05A or 69065-05. (See P/N 69303-02 and 69304-02).
F. CHROME BULLET REAR TURN SIGNAL KIT FOR VRSC™ MODELS

Replace the Original Equipment rear flat black bullet turn signal housings with brilliant chrome. Kit includes chrome-plated bullet-style turn signal housings, chrome rear supports, and amber-colored lenses.

69374-05A
Fits '02-later Domestic VRSCA, VRSCB, VRSCD (except '12-later VRSCDX) and '07 VRSCX models.

G. CUSTOM LED TAIL LAMP

Function and style in one. Twenty-three brilliant red LED lamps are set in a mirror-finished chrome inner reflector. The “diamond cut” facets shape and direct the light, and add a style all their own. Available with a red or clear outer lens, the installed lens adds a red metallic or chrome finishing touch to the rear fender. Featuring easy plug-in connection to the Original Equipment wiring harness. Meets DOT and TUV requirements.

Fits '02-later VRSC models (except VRSCF and '12-later VRSCDX) and '00-'07 FXSTD models.

69367-07† Clear Lens with Chrome Reflector.
69366-07† Red Lens with Chrome Reflector.

H. CHROME TAIL LIGHT COVER

Dress your tail lamp in style. This chrome-plated Tail Light Cover follows the contour of the lens for a custom look. Self-adhesive backing for easy installation.

68478-05 Fits '02-'06 VRSC models and '07-'08 VRSCD and VRSCR models with 180mm rear tire.

I. CHROME LICENSE PLATE MOUNT COVER

Show off your tail. This chrome-plated cover fits over the stock fender mount license plate bracket. This mirror-finished cover features a custom reflector with graphics. Includes mounting hardware for cover and license plate.

59726-04 Fits '04-later VRSC models (except VRSCF and '12-later VRSCDX).
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